Author Analysis & Craft Essay

Authors List & Resources

Classic Essayists:

Sir Francis Bacon

Sir Francis Bacon  
[http://www.gutenberg.org/files/575/575-h/575-h.htm]

NPL/BACON – Essays – by Sir Francis Bacon

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Ralph Waldo Emerson  
[http://www.gutenberg.org/files/16643/16643-h/16643-h.htm]

ESSAY/EMERSON – Nature and Selected essays – by Ralph Waldo Emerson

ESSAY/EMERSON – Self Reliance and Other Essays – by Ralph Waldo Emerson

ESSAY/EMERSON – Selected Writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson

H. L. Mencken

NPL/MENCKEN – Days Trilogy – by H. L. Mencken

H. L. Mencken  
[http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1270/1270-h/1270-h.htm]

Michel de Montaigne

NPL/Montaigne – Complete Works of Montaigne – by Michel de Montaigne

Michel de Montaigne  
[http://www.gutenberg.org/files/3600/3600-h/3600-h.htm]

George Orwell

ESSAY/ORWELL – A Collection of Essays – by George Orwell

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alexis de Tocqueville  
[http://www.gutenberg.org/files/37892/37892-h/37892-h.htm]

Mark Twain

Mark Twain  
[http://www.gutenberg.org/files/70/70-h/70-h.htm]

NPL/TWAIN – Collected Tales – by Mark Twain

ESSAY/TWAIN – How to Tell a Story and Other Essays – by Mark Twain

ESSAY/TWAIN – A Pen Warmed-up in Hell – by Mark Twain

ESSAY/TWAIN – The Comic Mark Twain Reader – by Mark Twain
Modern & Contemporary Essayists:

Diane Ackerman

578.68/ACKERMAN – The Rarest of the Rare – by Diane Ackerman

612.8/ACKERMAN – A Natural History of the Senses—by Diane Ackerman

Julia Alvarez


Maya Angelou

ESSAY/ANGELOU – Even the Stars Look Lonesome – by Maya Angelou

Barbara Lazear Ascher


Wendell Berry

NPL/BERRY – Small Porch – by Wendell Berry

Ray Bradbury

ESSAY/BRADBURY – Zen in Art of Writing: Essays on Creativity – by Ray Bradbury

Tim Cahill

ESSAY/CAHILL – Pecked to Death by Ducks – by Tim Cahill

Bruce Catton

http://www.nps.gov/anti/historyculture/catton.htm
Noam Chomsky


Sloane Crosley

ESSAY/CROSLEY – How Did You Get This Number? – by Sloane Crosley

ESSAY/CROSLEY – I Was Told There’d Be Cake -- by Sloane Crosley

ESSAY/CROSLEY – Look Alive Out There: Essays – by Sloane Crosley

Joan Didion

ESSAY/DIDION – The White Album: Essays – by Joan Didion

Annie Dillard

92/DILLARD – Pilgrim at Tinker Creek – by Anne Dillard

ESSAY/DILLARD – Holy the Firm – by Anne Dillard

NPL/DILLARD – Abundance -- by Annie Dillard

Loren Eiseley


Ian Frazier

ESSAY/FRAZIER – *The Fish’s Eye* – by Ian Frazier

http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2000/01/dearly-disconnected
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/john-deere-was-a-real-person-his-invention-changed-the-country-4017033/?no-ist

bell hooks


Marina Keegan

ESSAY/Keegan – *The Opposite of Loneliness* – by Marina Keegan

Barbara Kingsolver

ESSAY/KINGSOLVER – *Small Wonder : essays* – by Barbara Kingsolver

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/12/05/barbara-kingsolver-how-i-write.html#
http://www.organicconsumers.org/gefood/SmallWonders.cfm
http://www.pbs.org/now/printable/transcript_smallwonder_print.html

Anne Lamott

ESSAY/LAMOTT – *Bird by Bird* – by Anne Lamott

ESSAY/LAMOTT – *Small Victories* – by Anne Lamott

NPL/LAMOTT – *Imperfect birds* – by Anne Lamott

ESSAY/LAMOTT – *Almost Everything: Notes on Hope* – by Anne Lamott

Phillip Lopate
ESSAY/LOPATE – Portrait Inside My Head: Essays – by Phillip Lopate
http://writersalmanac.publicradio.org/index.php?date=2010/12/03

John McPhee

Daphne Merkin
ESSAY/MERKIN – The Fame Lunches: On Wounded Icons, Money, Sex, the Brontes, and the Importance of Handbags – by Daphne Merkin

Mary Oliver
ESSAY/OLIVER – Long Life : essays – by Mary Oliver
NPL/OLIVER – Upstream – by Mary Oliver

Cynthia Ozick
ESSAY/OZICK – Quarrel & Quandry – by Cynthia Ozick

Ann Patchett
Anna Quindlen

NPL/QUINDLEN – *Loud and Clear* – by Anna Quindlen

ESSAY/QUINDLEN – *Living Out Loud* -- by Anna Quindlen

Marilynne Robinson

NPL/ROBINSON – *What are We Doing Here?* – by Marilynne Robinson

ESSAY/ROBINSON – *The Givenness of Things: Essays* – by Marilynne Robinson


Richard Rodriguez


Oliver Sacks

616.8/SACKS – *Awakenings* – by Oliver Sacks

Scott Russell Sanders

ESSAY/SANDERS – *Earth Works: Essays* – by Scott Russell Sanders

George Saunders

ESSAY/SAUNDERS – *Braindead Megaphone* – by George Saunders


David Sedaris

ESSAY/SEDARIS – *Let’s Explore Diabetes With Owls* – by David Sedaris

NPL/SEDARIS – *Barrel Fever* – by David Sedaris

Richard Selzer

ESSAY/SELZER – *The Exact Location of the Soul: New and Selected Essays* – By Richard Selzer


Rebecca Solnit

ESSAY/SOLNIT – *The Mother of All Questions: Further Reports from the Feminist Revolutions* – by Rebecca Solnit

ESSAY/SOLNIT – *Call Them by Their True Names: American Crises (and Essays)* – by Rebecca Solnit

Susan Sontag

ESSAY/SONTAG – *Against Interpretation and Other Essays* – by Susan Sontag

John Jeremiah Sullivan

ESSAY/SULLIVAN – *Pulphead: Essays* – by John Jeremiah Sullivan


Amy Tan


Toure

ESSAY/TOURE – Who’s Afraid of Post-Blackness?” What It Means to Be Black Now – by Toure

John Updike

NPL/UPDIKE – Always Looking – by John Updike


Sarah Vowell

ESSAY/VOWELL – Take the Cannoli: Stories From the New World – by Sarah Vowell


David Foster Wallace

ESSAY/WALLACE – A Supposedly Fun Thing I’ll Never Do Again – by David Foster Wallace

ESSAY/WALLACE – Consider the Lobster – by David Foster Wallace

NPL/WALLACE – Both Flesh and Not – by David foster Wallace
Eudora Welty

NPL/WELTY – *Stories, Essays* – by Eudora Welty

E.B. White

ESSAY/WHITE – *Essays of E.B. White* – by E.B. White

Marion Winik

305.24/WINIK – *Telling* – by Marion Winik

ESSAY/WINIK – *Above Us Only Sky: Essays* – by Marion Winik


Key: NPL – Naperville Public Library